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Preface
'Participation' is an overarching concept and tends to mean many
different things to different people. It has not only been the subject of
study for social psychologists, but also by students of industrial relations, by industrial economists, sociologists and political scientists.
Within such diverse disciplinary approaches, participation has often
been construed as meaning worker participation. This fact has focused
the area of concern to management and union interaction within
specifically designed participatory machinery- works councils, consultative committees, worker director apparatus, etc. However, 'participation' in its psychological sense may be thought of as a much broader,
more general phenomenon: that of interaction between people to
achieve specific goals or outcomes. Participation is thus fundamental
to social life, and mutatis mutandis to organizational behaviour.
Organizational behaviour, then, is about people participating in,
and sharing in, activities, associated with which are various goals and
outcomes. In order to understand participative behaviour from a social
psychological point of view, we can ask, and attempt to answer, a
whole series of questions, each of which merely touches on one
particular aspect of this complex social phenomenon. For instance, are
there identifiable characteristics of people which shape their participative behaviour? Moreover, to what extent can we attribute the cause of
their behaviour to their personalities or to the situation in which they
find themselves? How can we motivate people to participate? What
needs are they seeking to fulfil by so doing, and is there any necessary
link between the effort put into participation and the outcomes of such
behaviour? How are attitudes linked to behaviour - participative or
otherwise - and how might one attempt to change attitudes and/or
behaviour if they are perceived as barriers to successful interaction
between people?
At the level of the group, we can ask a rather different set of
questions. People tend to participate in groups and may be influenced
by other group members. Therefore it is appropriate to ask what
structural and dynamic factors within group interaction affect the
xii
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participative process. How do people exert influence in groups and
what effect does this have on decision-making? Moreover, are people
fair in their exchanges with others and what effect might the comparison of own efforts with those of others have on participative behaviour
in an individual or collective sense within the firm? How do groups
interact, and what effect does competition or conflict have on that
interaction? These are just some of the questions which inform the
structure of this book. The implications are that participation affects
the individual manager, supervisor, nurse, orderly, policeman, shop
assistant, etc.; the work group, shop stewards committee, research
team, surveyors, canteen staff and so on.
But should the organization be concerned about participative practice? Should it want, as a matter of policy, to improve such behaviour
and what, if any, are the longer-term benefits of doing so? How can it
go about improving participative skills? The whole area is highly
complex and so one of the aims of this book is to attempt to unravel the
complexity of the various issues, by examining theoretical perspectives
and empirical research and presenting an account of the whole in a way
which will, it is hoped, both satisfy the needs of the student of
organizational behaviour and stimulate thought in the practitioner.
Such questions as those listed above arise directly from the theoretical material covered in this book. It is clear therefore that the application of such ideas is highly dependent upon a thorough understanding
of their theoretical underpinnings. It has to be acknowledged that
enthusiasm for theory seems to have waned somewhat. Such an
attitude of disinterest in theory overlooks the fact that people theorize
and hold implicit assumptions about other people's behaviour all the
time. That is, they seek to explain their behaviour and, in so far as they
do, they develop reasoned accounts (that is, theories), based on
hypotheses about what is reasonable to suppose happened; they make
assumptions about the way the other usually behaves; and they use
evidence to support or throw doubt on the original account. But to
what extent does academic theorizing shed light on everyday occurrences? My own view is that it can offer a great deal of insight, and
I trust that this book will testify to that.
The book is pitched at an intermediate level. It therefore assumes a
rudimentary knowledge of the subject and falls between a general
introductory text and the original sources of material as found in the
journals. Indeed, I have gone out of my way to include and utilize as far
as possible the research literature. However, this book is not intended
as a substitute for one's own inquiry into the rich labyrinth of exten-
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sively documented academic ideas. Such a journey has rewards of its
own which tend to be highly personal if not also egocentric.
The coverage is intentionally highly selective. But for some there
may be unforgiveable omissions. I have attempted to cover topics
which are clearly central to the issue of participation and which are also
currently topical. However, there is no coverage of the wider organizational context: the effects of organizational structure and environment
as they constrain the behaviour of individuals and groups. For such
omissions I can only apologize. However, I hope that the selection I
have made may be seen to form a sensible and coherent whole,
building up layers of understanding from individual through group to
some wider organizational issues.
E.C.
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